Ocean Optics and Mavericks Diving
Present the Great Diving Adventure:

An Introduction to
Digital Photography
with Ocean Visions

Free

admission

Thursday 28th September, 7 for 7.30pm
Underwater photography has gone through
a revolution in the last five years. Once
successful underwater imaging was the
preserve of a dedicated few, well schooled in
the theory of photography and equipped with
cameras costing thousands of pounds. Today,
divers are taking great pictures with low cost
equipment and little experience. The genesis
of this change is simple – digital imaging.
But the huge choice of digital underwater
cameras has led to an equal measure of
confusion. And many divers are spending just
as much cash on less thought out camera
systems, as they would have done on much
better rigs. Many beginners also find that
their first underwater pictures aren’t what
they hoped for and older hands can find it
hard to progress. Which is a shame, because
inexpensive digital cameras can really punch
way above their weight and compete with
images taken on much more sophisticated and
costly professional level outfits.
Maria Munn is the lady who can show you the
short cuts to success. Her company, Ocean
Visions, specialise is helping underwater digital
photographers to hone their craft. Maria is
gaining a reputation for hands on coaching
that can help you move from taking snapshots
to making photographs you can be proud
of. Maria offers courses within the Uk and
workshops aboard Emperor Divers finest Red
Sea liveaboards.

Maria’s presentation will focus on showing
you how to get started in underwater digital
photography and avoid some of the pitfalls
that await the newcomer. She’ll also share hard
won tips that will help the more experienced
photographer improve their own work. It’s
an invaluable insight into this all - absorbing
aspect of The Great Diving Adventure.
A special feature of Ocean Visions’ event
will be an opportunity to have one – to – one
coaching with Maria before the main show.
Maria will be at Ocean Optics –Mavericks
Diving from 5PM and by strict appointment
only will go through your own images with you.
Bring your laptop with half a dozen shots and
take advantage of Maria’s expertise.
When we started our Great Diving Adventure
presentations, we deliberately invited speakers
who were great underwater photographers.
Join with us and Maria Munn to learn how to
join their ranks.
We look forward to your company.
Tickets are free, but you must pre register as
places are limited and pick up your ticket at the
showrooms on the night.
The presentation will be held at Kings
College opposite the shop and will last about
two hours or so.

RSVP to:

Ocean Optics & Mavericks Diving
7-8 Bush House, Strand, London, WC2B 4PA
Tel: 020 7240 8193. e-mail: optics@oceanoptics.co.uk

